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OUR GROUP

 Telecom Scratch Card
 ePassport
 Security Printing
 Security Printing Ink
 Excise Stamp
 Banknote
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WHO
WE
ARE
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Society International Travel Pvt. Ltd. was
established in 2012.
We have achieved meteoric growth over
past 8 years.
Key to success: Experienced, Management
Team and Dedicated staff.
We deliver our service as per the client’s
requirements.
Sustainability in business is our target.
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25 Years of commitment and excellence

Being in the industry for over 25 years, we have a long history of unwavering
commitment and excellence. Our clients are multinational companies spread across
the globe as well as domestic investors looking to invest in large sectors in the field
of agriculture, hydropower development, airlines – to name only a few. We help our
international clients build alliance with local investors, supply equipment, manpower
and provide consultancy services involving thorough research and expertise to help
them promote their products and services in Nepal.
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Security
Printing Ink

Banknote

Excise Stamp

ENERGY
Telecom
Scratch Card

We represent Manufacturers from all around
the world and supply various products

Security Printing
We have been representing Government Security
Printers and supply various products

e Passport

XLPE Cable

Aerial Bundle Cable

Energy Meter

Distribution Transformer

Concentric Cable

Control and Relay Panel

Power Transformer

Cable Kits & Accessories

Security Printing
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New RR is one of Nepal’s leading representation and
liaisoning partner for various multinational companies
worldwide and helps them promote their products and
services in Nepal. The range of products and services
include, but not limited to, security printing, power
transmission and distribution equipments & materials,
power generation equipments, telecommunication
equipments & materials, agricultural inputs and
consultancy services.
New RR has successfully represented foreign
companies for the promotion of their products and

services such as bank notes, passports, excise stamps
and postage stamps, electrical equipments like cables
and conductors, power and distribution transformers,
circuit breakers, and telecommunication cables
and equipments to various government and nongovernment agencies.
New RR also represents foreign consulting firms in
varied disciplines including energy (transmission
lines and substations), drinking water, solid waste
management, sewage treatment plants, airports and
telecommunications.
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R.R. International Construction & Engineering Co.
(RRICEC) provides quality and reliable engineering
and construction services.
RRICEC has in partnership with foreign principals
successfully executed several HV transmission
lines and substations financed by multilateral donor
agencies like asian development bank and the world
bank besides those exclusively financed by Nepal
government and Nepal Electricity Authority.
Besides transmission lines and substations, RRICEC
has also focused on small, medium and large
hydropower projects like turnkey construction of
civil works, electro-mechanical works and hydro-

mechanical works. RRICEC has, in the process,
brought renowned companies in varied fields
requiring specialized construction which has
contribute in the economic growth of the country
through technology transfer.
Other areas of interest are construction of railways,
highways, bridges, irrigation systems, airports,
drinking water and sewage treatment and solid
waste management.
RRICEC provides value added liaison and
representation service to foreign principals for their
successful participation in global tenders in the
above areas.
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9 Nepal Pvt. Ltd. is the first and foremost car rental service provider in Nepal
in franchise with SIXT, Germany. SIXT is an international car rental company
with over 2,000 locations in over 100 countries.
As part of a global franchise SIXT welcomes business travellers and private
customers with high quality service at the airport branch as well as in the
city centre of the capital city. We provide premium cars at economy rates
enabling our customers to drive in luxury and comfort.
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Nepal Shipping is dynamic logistics provider of air and sea freight management
solution in the nepalese freight forwarding trade. Together with our worldwide network
of agents and business partners with proven dedication, we commit to carry the
merchandise anywhere our customers desire; be it via air freight, ocean freight or
intermodal freight with the most efficient service at competitive price.
Nepal Shipping has established itself as reliable brand name in the cargo business in
Nepal and is the GSA for Etihad Cargo. We offer complete, efficient solutions for the
supply chain management under one roof. Our business philosophy focuses on the
principals of honesty, integrity and complete dedication to our clients.
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VR Holdings is the official representative of
aircraft Industries a.s. (LET) of the czech
republic that manufacturers short takeoff
and landing (STOL) aircrafts.
LET has a history of manufacturing aircraft
that goes back 80 years. It has produced
1,100 STOL aircrafts and strives to deliver
the highest quality STOL aircrafts enabling
safe, reliable and timely air transport.

Summit Air was delivered first L410
aircraft with 19 seat configuration, on
october 9, 2014. This model is equipped
with a high altitude endurance mechanism
which makes L410 best suited for a
country like Nepal. Test flights were
conducted at Jomsom and Lukla airports,
two of the most difficult airports in the
world.
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With a series of tourism expansion
plans “Success Travel” is one of the
sister companies of the RR group.
Established since 2006, it bestows
various services, one of which is
ticketing both domestically and
internationally.
Grasping the General Sales Agent
(GSA) for Jazeera Airways, Bhutan Air,
Sichuan, and Go air “ Success Travel”
cater to a reasonable price, which is
negotiable.

Although it has been a few years of
its inception, Success Travel has been
assiduous in delivering social and
cultural homogeneity, not only to their
clients but also to their employees.
Professional teams give prompt
responses to any uncertainty as well
as give reminders to clients about
their flight’s time. Reverent Board of
Directors have paved an affix path to
polish all their facets for an efficient
and commotion free travel experience.
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Society International Travel Services is one of the leading
companies in travel trade of Nepal. Since its inception in
2012, it grew from its international ticketing business to
become one of the most diversified and highly regarded
GSA partner in Nepal.
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General Sales Agent

Bhutan Airlines, the country’s
first private airline, came into
existence after the Tashi Group
of Companies got license
to operate domestic and
international sectors airline
services.
Bhutan Air has officially started
its operation in Kathmandu from
7th june 2014.

SICHUAN AIRLINES CO., LTD., established in 2002, is a
regional airline headquartered in Chengdu, Sichuan in the
People’s Republic of China. The airline mainly operates
scheduled domestic flights out of Chengdu Airport and
Chongqing Jiangbei International Airport. The airline
launched its first long-haul overseas route in June 2012
with flights from Chengdu hub to Vancouver, Canada.
Another long-haul flight from Chengdu to Melbourne,
Australia was also launched with 3 weekly services.
Sichuan Airlines from our northern neighbour is set to start
non-stop service operating 3 flights between Lhasa and
Kathmandu and 4 flights between Lhasa and Chengdu
sector started from 27 March 2015.
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General Sales Agent

Established in April 2004, Jazeera Airways is the first
non-government owned airline in the Middle East,
continuing to be one of the few Middle East-based
private airlines to this day.
Go Air launched its operations in 2005
as a low-fare carrier with the objective of
accommodating air travel by offering airline
seats at a marginal premium rates to train
fare across India. The airline currently
operates over 140 daily flights across 22
destinations.
Society International is selling offline products
of Go Airlines from Nepal since 2012.

Jazeera Airways currently flies to 28 destinations
operating a reliable fleet of Airbus A320 aircraft – all
fitted with our signature leather seats and two-class
cabins. In June 2018, Jazeera was the first airline in
the Middle East to introduce the A320neo into its fleet.
Jazeera Airways has started its Kathmandu operation
on dated 17th November 2019 with three weekly
flights and now operating daily one flights since 1st
January 2020.
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Nepal Map with International
and Domestic Airports
CHINA

LEGEND
International Boundary
Domestic Airport
Country Capital

INDIA

International Airport
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ABOUT NEPAL
Nepal is in Southern Asia, between China and India. It
covers total area of 143,351 sq km and its boundary
is 2,926 km long in total, bordered by China 1,236
km and India 1,690 km. It is a landlocked country.
The weather and climate varies from hot summers to
severe winters. Nepal has varieties of lands as it has
weather and people. The land starts from 70m from
sea level from Kanchan Kalan in Terai and passes
though hilly region to the world’s highest point Mount
Everest at 8,850m.

Nepal is known for its natural beauty and it has its own
cultures. It has more than 70 ethnic groups and more
than 60 different languages are spoken in different
parts of Nepal. Nepali is the national language of Nepal.
People practice several religion. Till now Hinduism and
Buddhism have the largest population.
Kathmandu is the capital, Nepal has 30 millions people
and literacy rate is 70%.
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NEPAL
ENTRY
AND EXIT
POINTS

The following is the list of entry and
exit points for foreigners entering into
Nepal and departing from the country.
Upon entry, the immigration officials
stamp the visitors with the permit
to enter and explore the himalayan
kingdom. Usually, the immigration
offices at these entry and exit points
are open 24 hours.
By Air Transport
i. Tribhuvan International
Airport, Kathmandu

By Road Transport
i. Kakarbhitta, Jhapa
(Eastern Region)
ii. Birgunj, Parsa
(Central Region)
iii. Rasuwa, Northern Border
(Central Region)
iv. Belhia, Bhairahawa
(Western Region)
v. Janunaha, Nepalgunj
(Mid Western Region)
vi. Mohana, Dhangedhi
(Far Western Region)
vii. Gadda Chauki, Mahendranagar
(Far Western Region)
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HOTELS
IN NEPAL

Hotel Yak & Yeti - Kathmandu

Deluxe Hotel

Radisson Hotel - Kathmandu

Deluxe Hotel

Gokarna Forest Resort - Kathmandu

Golf Resort

Dwarika’s Village Hotel - Kathmandu

Heritage Hotel

Hotel Himalaya - Kupondol, Lalitpur, Nepal

Deluxe Hotel

Park Village Hotel - Budhaneelkantha, Kathmandu

Mountain Resort

Godavari Village Resort - Lalitpur

Mountain Resort

Grand Hotel Kathmandu - Kathmandu, Nepal

Tourist Class

Hotel Vaishali Thamel - Thamel, Kathmandu, Nepal

Tourist Class

Hotel Tibet International - Boudha, Kathmandu, Nepal

Tourist Class

Hotel Marshyangdi - Thamel, Kathmandu, Nepal

Tourist Class

Soaltee Crowne Plaza - Soaltee Mode, Kathmandu

Deluxe Hotel

Hotel Annapurna - Durbarmarg, Kathmandu

Deluxe Hotel

Heritage Home (Hotel Traditon) - Thamel Kathmandu

Backpackers Hotel

Hotel Nurbu Linka - Thamel Kathmandu

Backpackers Hotel

Club Himalaya Nagarkot - Nagarkot, Nepal

Mountain Resort

Bhangeri Durbar Resort - Nagarkot, Nepal

Mountain Resort

The Fort Resort - Nagarkot, Nepal

Mountain Resort

Dhulikhel Mountain Resort - Khawa, Dhulikhel, Nepal

Mountain Resort

Dhulikhel Lodge Resort - Dhulikhel, Kavre, Nepal

Mountain Resort

Hotel Aloft - Thamel, Kathmandu

Deluxe Hotel

Hotel Marriott - Nagpokhari, Kathmandu

Deluxe Hotel

Hotel Roadhouse - Thamel, Kathmandu

Heritage Hotel

Fairfield Marriott -Tridevi Sadak, Kathmandu

Deluxe Hotel
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ONLINE AIRLINES
OPERATING IN NEPAL
MIDDLE EAST

 AIR ARABIA
 ETIHAD AIRWAYS
 FLY DUBAI
 OMAN AIR
 QATAR AIRLINES
 SALAM AIR
 JAZEERA AIRWAYS

EUROPE

KOREA

 KOREAN AIR

SOUTH ASIA

 BHUTAN AIR
 DRUK AIR
 INDIGO AIRLINES
 AIR INDIA
 BIMAN BANGLADESH
 VISTARA

 TURKISH AIRLINES

NEPAL

 NEPAL AIRLINES
 HIMALAYAN AIRLINES

CHINA

SOUTH EAST ASIA

 THAI AIRWAYS
 MALINDO AIR
 THAI LION AIR
 MALAYSIAN AIRLINES
 SILK AIR

 AIR CHINA
 SICHUAN AIRLINES
 TIBET AIRLINES
 CHINA EASTERN AIRLINES
 CHINA SOUTHEN AIRLINES
 CATHAY DRAGON
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TRIBHUWAN INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT KATHMANDU
Goals & Objectives
 To ensure safe, efficient and orderly movement
of Air Traffic.
 Administration of regulations and standards
pertaining to various aspects of Airport
Operation and Management.
 To develop necessary infrastructure for the
facilities and services needed at TIA for the
promotion of tourism.
 To keep TIA environmentally clean and devoid
of pollution.
 To coordinate agencies and organisations
affiliated with TIA for carrying out
interdisciplinary functions.
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Tourism
 Travel and tourism are key drivers of
economic growth worldwide, accounting
for almost one-tenth of global GDP
and employing over 100 million
workers. For developing countries, this
industry is particularly supportive of
macroeconomic stability and growth, as
spending on travel and accommodation
creates demand for services from many
small- and medium-sized companies.
Visitors from all part of the world comes
to Nepal for trekking and expedition
as such Nepal has a lot of potential in
aviation market.
 The trend of travelling abroad for
holiday among Nepalese has gradually
increased over the recent year. Mostly
they prefer to travel during festival
seasons for Philippines Dubai, Malaysia,
Bangkok, Indonesia, China, Vietnam,
Europe, Egypt, Azerbaijan etc.

 Tourism is one of the potential sectors for the
economic development and becomes a major source
of earning the foreign currency which expand the
employment and income generating opportunities.
 Among all of the destination Philippines is also the
most favourite destinations for Nepalese. Being a
visa free country for Nepalese.

 For Nepal, home to Mt.
Everest, dramatically beautiful
landscapes and fascinating
culture, tourism is one of its
most important industries,
earning about 5 percent of its
foreign currency inflows.
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Management Strategies
 Effectiveness and
efficiency of operations.

 Establishing strong
internal control to
maintain reliability of
reports

 Providing qualitative
services to customer
from start up to the end
of service also giving
further continuity to
retain customers.
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THANK YOU
Society International Travel

Nag Pokhari, Kathmandu, Nepal
Bhutan Airlines: +977 1 444 5570 / 71
Sichuan Airlines: +977 1 4445573
Go Airlines: +977 1 4445574
sangita.rauniyar@rrgroup.com.np
www.society-international.com
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RR GROUP

Mahalaxmisthan, Talchikhel,
Lagankhel, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel. No.: +977 1 5524119
Fax: +977 1 5522284
E-mail: rabi@rrgroup.com
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